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Environmental Justice and Activism in Indianapolis Trevor K. Fuller 2015-01-30 This book examines how place attachment, social capital,
and perceptions influence how citizens and their communities respond to an environmentally unjust situation. In addition, Fuller analyzes
how political and economic forces not only shape the distribution of hazards, but also influence the scope and effectiveness of citizens’
responses.
Research in Early Childhood Science Education Kathy Cabe Trundle 2015-04-15 This book emphasizes the significance of teaching science in
early childhood classrooms, reviews the research on what young children are likely to know about science and provides key points on
effectively teaching science to young children. Science education, an integral part of national and state standards for early childhood
classrooms, encompasses not only content-based instruction but also process skills, creativity, experimentation and problem-solving. By
introducing science in developmentally appropriate ways, we can support young children’s sensory explorations of their world and provide
them with foundational knowledge and skills for lifelong science learning, as well as an appreciation of nature. This book emphasizes the
significance of teaching science in early childhood classrooms, reviews the research on what young children are likely to know about
science, and provides key points on effectively teaching young children science. Common research methods used in the reviewed studies are
identified, methodological concerns are discussed and methodological and theoretical advances are suggested.
Emotional Geographies Liz Bondi 2016-05-13 Bringing together well-established interdisciplinary scholars - including geographers Phil
Hubbard, Chris Philo and Hester Parr, and sociologists Jenny Hockey, Mike Hepworth and John Urry - and a new generation of researchers,
this volume presents a wide range of innovative studies of fundamentally important questions of emotion. Following an overarching
introduction, three interlinked sections elaborate key intersections between emotions and spatial concepts, on which each chapter offers a
particular take informed by substantive research. At the heart of the collection lies a commitment to convey how emotions always spill over
from one domain to another, as well as to illuminate the multiplicity of spaces that produce and are produced by emotional life. The book
demonstrates the richness that an interdisciplinary engagement with the emotionality of socio-spatial life generates.
Queering Christianity: Finding a Place at the Table for LGBTQI Christians Robert E. Shore-Goss 2013-06-25 A fascinating read for anyone
seeking to understand the conflict between Christianity and LGBTQI individuals, this book is, as its editors proclaim, "a fearlessly wide vision
of queer Christians finding a place within Christianity—and claiming their authentic experience and voice."
God is Your Matchmaker Stephanie Herzog 2011-07-28 This book contains the truth about dating that opposes to God's that the Church
has embraced. As a result we're reaping the same destructive results as they. It exposes the dangers of creating situations where people
could fall into sin, creating emotional, mental, spiritual and physical bonding with the wrong person, and how we're sending a confusing
message to the world as they see our hypocrisy in what we preach and practice. I also share my own testimony and how God brought my
husband and I together supernaturally without our efforts to make it happen, realizing that these are God's principles and standards for
marriage, which can also be applied in all areas of our lives. Finally I share the only key to one s happiness deep intimacy with Jesus, not
marriage.
Children's Health and Wellbeing in Urban Environments Christina R. Ergler 2017-07-06 How children experience, negotiate and
connect with or resist their surroundings impacts on their health and wellbeing. In cities, various aspects of the physical and social
environment can affect children’s wellbeing. This edited collection brings together different accounts and experiences of children’s health
and wellbeing in urban environments from majority and minority world perspectives. Privileging children’s expertise, this timely volume
explicitly explores the relationships between health, wellbeing and place. To demonstrate the importance of a place-based understanding of
urban children’s health and wellbeing, the authors unpack the meanings of the physical, social and symbolic environments that constrain or
enable children’s flourishing in urban environments. Drawing on the expertise of geographers, educationists, anthropologists, psychologists,
planners and public health researchers, as well as nurses and social workers, this book, above all, sees children as the experts on their
experiences of the issues that affect their wellbeing. Children’s Health and Wellbeing in Urban Environments will be fascinating reading for
anyone with an interest in cultural geography, urban geography, environmental geography, children’s health, youth studies or urban
planning.
Psychological Development Quillin Woods 2019-06-09 Psychological Development is the scientific study of how and why human beings
change over the course of their life. Originally concerned with infants and children, the field has expanded to include adolescence, adult
development, aging, and the entire lifespan. This field examines change across three major dimensions: physical development, cognitive
development, and socioemotional development. Within these three dimensions are a broad range of topics including motor skills, executive
functions, moral understanding, language acquisition, social change, personality, emotional development, self-concept and identity
formation. In this book the area of discussion and analysis has been delimited to physiological and psychological areas so as to give a deeper
treatment to the subject. It is hoped that the book will find a wider acceptance among teachers and researchers. The book is of interest to
the researchers and students of psychology, sociology, child development, family studies and professionals interested in related fields.
The Role of Place Identity in the Perception, Understanding, and Design of Built Environments Hernan Casakin 2012 "In an era of
globalization, where the progressive deterioration of local values is a dominating characteristic, identity is seen as a fundamental need that
encompasses all aspects of human life. One of these identities relates to place and the physical en"
Social Psychology Australian & New Zealand Edition Saul Kassin 2019-08-01 Using a balanced approach, Social Psychology, 2e
connects social psychology theories, research methods, and basic findings to real-world applications with a current-events emphasis.
Coverage of culture and diversity is integrated into every chapter in addition to strong representation throughout of regionally relevant
topics such as: Indigenous perspectives; environmental psychology and conservation; community psychology; gender identity; and attraction
and close relationships (including same-sex marriage in different cultures, gendered behaviours when dating, and updated data on online
dating), making this visually engaging textbook useful for all social psychology students.
Identity at the Borders and Between the Borders Katrin Kullasepp 2021-03-15 Within the general framework of Cultural Psychology,
this book provides different perspectives on the relationship between border and identity by experts from several disciplines (i.e. history,
psychology, geography etc.). The book offers an “in- depth” comprehension of the intricacy of the border making process and how this affect
the identity formation from a psychological, social and cultural point of views. The book takes a close look to some European countries as
specimens to investigate the complex link between creation of national/ethnic identity and bordering process that evoke the more general
question of the I-OTHER relation. This book provides an integrated insight into the complex phenomenon of borders and identity. The
process of making and negotiating border and the identity formation on the border is analyzed as psychological, social, historical, and
cultural phenomena. This Brief will be of interest to researchers and students as well as diplomats and administrative policy makers within
the fields of political science, psychology, cultural psychology, and sociology.
Place Attachment Irwin Altman 2012-12-06 In step with the growing interest in place attachment, this volume examines the phenomena from
the perspective of several disciplines-including anthropology, folklore, and psychology-and points towards promising directions of future
research.
Urban Emotions and the Making of the City Katie Barclay 2021-04-06 This book brings together a vibrant interdisciplinary mix of scholars –
from anthropology, architecture, art history, film studies, fine art, history, literature, linguistics and urban studies – to explore the role of
emotions in the making and remaking of the city. By asking how urban boundaries are produced through and with emotion; how emotional
communities form and define themselves through urban space; and how the emotional imaginings of urban spaces impact on histories,
identities and communities, the volume advances our understanding of 'urban emotions' into discussions of materiality, power and
embodiment across time and space.
Environmental Psychology Bankston Cotton 2019-03-04 Environmental psychology maintained its dual orientation to research and
application and proceeded further toward integrating them. Researchers conducted hypothesis-testing studies in controlled setting and
practitioners applied research findings in facility programming, design and post occupancy evaluation. The clearest integration appeared in
environmental design research, natural setting to improve environmental design and to test scientific hypotheses. Environmental psychology
is an interdisciplinary field that focuses on the interplay between individuals and their surroundings. The field defines the term environment
broadly, encompassing natural environments, social settings, built environments, learning environments, and informational environments.
Environmental psychology is a direct study of the relationship between an environment and how that environment affects its inhabitants.
Specific aspects of this field work by identifying a problem and through the identification of said problem, discovering a solution. The
solutions can aid in making society function better as a whole and create a wealth of knowledge about the inner workings of societies. This
book will prove informative and useful to academics as well as laymen. This book deals with all the major aspects of environmental
psychology. It traces historical perspective and scope of environmental psychology and provides the reader with the methodological and
theoretical perspective of the field.
Strengthening Emotional Ties Through Parent-child-dyad Art Therapy Lucille Proulx 2003 Proulx explores many aspects of dyad art therapy
including attachment relationship theories, roles in dyad interventions, the importance of the tactile experience and ways in which dyad art
therapy can be used. This original book will be invaluable to mental health professionals and to parents wishing to enrich interactions with
their children.
Evelina The Omega David Gomadza This is book 2 of the Evelina series. Things get even hot. Raised stakes and a matter of life or death.
Mankind’s existence rest on the shoulders of one woman. The Omega. The first woman has become the last woman. The only true seal. What
if it was all planned before this world was created? To save all humanity, mankind must find the only true key; the Omega. On the other
hand, to restore the lost kingdom of darkness, the devil must find the most wanted catalyst; The Omega. When everyone’s fate is in your
hands what are the risks to yourself? It is a dash against time as total obliteration of the losing team is imminent and inevitable. It is a story
of courage, steadfast and honor in the face of death. When loyalty is tested to breaking points. When the person you are to protect is the
same person you must kill to save humanity from extinction? Some choices are meant for gods as humans are too weak and unequipped to
handle such traumatic experiences. One man’s quest to solve God’s Dilemma, but at what cost? One lady’s quest to clear her name and enjoy
life like every woman out there, but with what is at stake will the evil regime turn a blind eye?And at what expense?On the edge of the seat
from the word go. A MUST READ.
Encyclopedia of Adolescence Roger J.R. Levesque 2011-09-05 The Encyclopedia of Adolescence breaks new ground as an important central
resource for the study of adolescence. Comprehensive in breath and textbook in depth, the Encyclopedia of Adolescence – with entries
presented in easy-to-access A to Z format – serves as a reference repository of knowledge in the field as well as a frequently updated conduit
of new knowledge long before such information trickles down from research to standard textbooks. By making full use of Springer’s print
and online flexibility, the Encyclopedia is at the forefront of efforts to advance the field by pushing and creating new boundaries and areas of
study that further our understanding of adolescents and their place in society. Substantively, the Encyclopedia draws from four major areas
of research relating to adolescence. The first broad area includes research relating to "Self, Identity and Development in Adolescence". This
area covers research relating to identity, from early adolescence through emerging adulthood; basic aspects of development (e.g., biological,
cognitive, social); and foundational developmental theories. In addition, this area focuses on various types of identity: gender, sexual, civic,
moral, political, racial, spiritual, religious, and so forth. The second broad area centers on "Adolescents’ Social and Personal Relationships".
This area of research examines the nature and influence of a variety of important relationships, including family, peer, friends, sexual and
romantic as well as significant nonparental adults. The third area examines "Adolescents in Social Institutions". This area of research
centers on the influence and nature of important institutions that serve as the socializing contexts for adolescents. These major institutions
include schools, religious groups, justice systems, medical fields, cultural contexts, media, legal systems, economic structures, and youth
organizations. "Adolescent Mental Health" constitutes the last major area of research. This broad area of research focuses on the wide
variety of human thoughts, actions, and behaviors relating to mental health, from psychopathology to thriving. Major topic examples include
deviance, violence, crime, pathology (DSM), normalcy, risk, victimization, disabilities, flow, and positive youth development.
My First Tarot Course Eleanor Hammond 2014-10-21 "I've never touched tarot," he said to me. "But, don't you play poker?" I said back.
Enjoy learning everything there is to know about tarot in this in-depth course. Yes, the poker cards are tarot cards and can be used to do
tarot readings. Tarot explains the secrets within our lives and has been doing exactly that for hundreds of years. In My "First Tarot Course,"
a Master in Metaphysics not only leads both novice and experienced tarot card readers through the meanings behind each of the seventyeight cards, but also teaches the most fundamental and basic ideas around the use of any tarot deck. "My First Tarot Course" will help tarot
card students at all levels, and those who wish to become tarot practitioners, to understand the different tarot card interpretations, read
cards accurately, and utilize the wisdom of tarot to appreciate the complexities of life.
Place Attachment Lynne Catherine Manzo 2013 "Place attachment refers to the emotional bonds that arise between individuals,
communities and particular locations. These ties can affect issues as diverse as mobility and migration, social housing, natural resource
management, intergroup conflict and civic engagement. Different perspectives on the definitions of place attachment, how it is studied and
how practical lessons are applied, are explored in the multi-disciplinary chapters of Place Attachment. The book is divided into three
sections: theory, methodology and practical application. Within each section, contributors critically review the contemporary knowledge,
identify significant advances, and point to knowledge gaps for future research. Manzo and Devine-Wright draw together contributions from
an international group of leading scholars from different disciplines, utilising diverse epistemologies and methodologies. This is the
contemporary "go-to" resource for up to date understandings about place attachment, a crucial concept for the environmental social
sciences and place-making professions"-The Dark Side of Emotional Labour Jenna Ward 2015-10-05 The Dark Side of Emotional Labour explores the work that the rest of society
would rather not think about, the often unseen work that is emotionally disturbing, exhausting, upsetting, and stigmatising. This is work that
is simultaneously undesirable and rewarding, work whose tasks are eschewed and yet necessary for the effective function of individual
organisations and society at large. Diverse and challenging, this book examines how workers such as the doorman, the HR manager, the
waiter and the doctor’s receptionist experience verbal aggression and intimidation; how the prison officer and home carer respond to the
emotions associated with physical violence, and; how the Samaritan, banker and veterinarian deal in death and despair. It also considers
how different individuals develop the emotional capital necessary to cope with the dark side of emotional labour, and how individuals can
make sense of, and come to take satisfaction and pride in, such difficult work. Finally, the book considers what is to be done with darker
emotional work, both in terms of the management and care of those labouring on the dark side. Challenging and original, this book gives a
voice to those who undertake the most demanding work on our behalf. It will be of interest to researchers and students of organisation
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studies and its related fields, and to every one of us who is called on to work or manage on the Dark Side.
The Butler Project - ISBN Sabrina Mason
Out of Place? Peter van der Graaf 2009-01-01 Van der Graaf researches the emotional ties of residents to their deprived neighbourhood. In
transforming deprived areas into great places to live much attention has been given to the physical, social and economical aspects of
deprivation. However, little is known about the relationship between deprivation and emotional ties: What makes residents in deprived areas
feel at home in their neighbourhood? In this PhD thesis Peter van der Graaf focused on the emotional ties of residents to their
neighbourhood and researched how these ties are affected by urban renewal. He also compares practices between the Netherlands and the
United Kingdom, where the emotions of residents are considered more in urban renewal.
Born in the 1980s Catherine Browne 2009 A book that tells the stories of a generation searching for its place in the world, and that
addresses the issues of heartbreak, emotional attachment, love, lust, and broken dreams.
The Speed Handbook Enda Duffy 2009-01-01 Speed, the sensation one gets when driving fast, was described by Aldous Huxley as the
single new pleasure invented by modernity. The Speed Handbook is a virtuoso exploration of Huxley’s claim. Enda Duffy shows how the
experience of speed has always been political and how it has affected nearly all aspects of modern culture. Primarily a result of the massproduced automobile, the experience of speed became the quintessential way for individuals to experience modernity, to feel modernity in
their bones. Duffy plunges full-throttle into speed’s “adrenaline aesthetics,” offering deft readings of works ranging from F. Scott
Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby, through J. G. Ballard’s Crash, to the cautionary consumerism of Ralph Nader. He describes how speed
changed understandings of space, distance, chance, and violence; how the experience of speed was commodified in the dawning era of mass
consumption; and how society was incited to abhor slowness and desire speed. He examines how people were trained by new media such as
the cinema to see, hear, and sense speed, and how speed, demanded of the efficient assembly-line worker, was given back to that worker as
the chief thrill of leisure. Assessing speed’s political implications, Duffy considers how speed pleasure was offered to citizens based on
criteria including their ability to pay and their gender, and how speed quickly became something to be patrolled by governments. Drawing
on novels, news reports, photography, advertising, and much more, Duffy provides a breakneck tour through the cultural dynamics of speed.
Place Attachment Lynne C. Manzo 2013-08-15 Recipient of the 2014 EDRA Achievement Award. Place attachments are emotional bonds
that form between people and their physical surroundings. These connections are a powerful aspect of human life that inform our sense of
identity, create meaning in our lives, facilitate community and influence action. Place attachments have bearing on such diverse issues as
rootedness and belonging, placemaking and displacement, mobility and migration, intergroup conflict, civic engagement, social housing and
urban redevelopment, natural resource management and global climate change. In this multidisciplinary book, Manzo and Devine-Wright
draw together the latest thinking by leading scholars from around the globe, capturing important advancements in three areas: theory,
methods and application. In a wide range of conceptual and applied ways, the authors critically review and challenge contemporary
knowledge, identify significant advances and point to areas for future research. This volume offers the most current understandings about
place attachment, a critical concept for the environmental social sciences and placemaking professions.
Bond Suggests Action A. Prins 2012 The problem that is investigated in this research is the relation between the bond that people have
with their environment and their willingness to become active in favour of their environment. This is done by means of a case study, the
broadening of the highway A50 in the eastern part of the Netherlands, a highway that crosses a nature area. Citizens organised themselves
in a foundation to get involved in the planning process. The foundation negotiated with the ministry of spatial planning and environment,
commissioned a research by Wageningen UR, organised a conference and arranged the information supply towards the citizens. Based on
theories on place attachment, a tool is developed to predict place-protective behaviour as a result of place attachment. In this research, both
qualitative (interviews with members of the foundation) and quantitative (survey among citizens that live nearby the highway) research
methods are used. The analysis of the survey data showed that respondents have a strong bond with their environment. This bond can be
described as an emotional bond with the natural (physical) environment and is therefore called affective natural place attachment. This
turned out to be a predictor for place-protective activities that can be undertaken when the opportunity arises. Activities that are intensive
cannot be predicted by affective natural place attachment. The degree of opposition to the proposed plans, the announced landscape change,
predicts both types of activities. In contrast to this, respondents’ rating of the environment before the broadening and their demographic
characteristics are no predictors of place-protective behaviour.
The Intelligence of Place Jeff Malpas 2015-10-22 Place has become a widespread concept in contemporary work in the humanities, creative
arts, and social sciences. Yet in spite of its centrality, place remains a concept more often deployed than interrogated, and there are
relatively few works that focus directly on the concept of place as such. The Intelligence of Place fills this gap, providing an exploration of
place from various perspectives, encompassing anthropology, architecture, geography, media, philosophy, and the arts, and as it stands in
relation to a range of other concepts. Drawing together many of the key thinkers currently writing on the topic, The Intelligence of Place
offers a unique point of entry into the contemporary thinking of place – into its topographies and poetics – providing new insights into a
concept crucial to understanding our world and ourselves.
Urban Regeneration and Neoliberalism Clare Kinsella 2020-10-30 This book explores the concept of ‘home’ in Liverpool over phases of
‘regeneration’ following the Second World War. Using qualitative research in the oral history tradition, it explores what the author
conceptualises as ‘forward-facing’ regeneration in the period up to the 1980s, and neoliberal regeneration interventions that ‘prioritise the
past’ from the 1980s to the present. The author examines how the shift towards city centre-focused redevelopment and ‘event-led’ initiatives
has implications for the way residents make sense of their conceptualisations of ‘home’, and demonstrates how the shift in regeneration
focus, discourse, and practice, away from Liverpool’s neighbourhood districts and towards the city centre, has produced changes in the ways
that residents identify with neighbourhoods and the city centre, with prominence being given to the latter. Employing Pierre Bourdieu’s
concepts of habitus and field as mechanisms for understanding different senses of home and shifts from localised views to globalised views,
this book will appeal to those with interests in urban sociology, regeneration, geography, sociology, home cultures, and cities.
Place and Placelessness Revisited Robert Freestone 2016-07-15 Since its publication in 1976, Ted Relph’s Place and Placelessness has been
an influential text in thinking about cities and city life across disciplines, including human geography, sociology, architecture, planning, and
urban design. For four decades, ideas put forward by this seminal work have continued to spark debates, from the concept of placelessness
itself through how it plays out in our societies to how city designers might respond to its challenge in practice. Drawing on evidence from
Australian, British, Japanese, and North and South American urban settings, Place and Placelessness Revisited is a collection of cutting edge
empirical research and theoretical discussions of contemporary applications and interpretations of place and placelessness. It takes a multidisciplinary approach, including contributions from across the breadth of disciplines in the built environment – architecture, environmental
psychology, geography, landscape architecture, planning, sociology, and urban design – in critically re-visiting placelessness in theory and
its relevance for twenty-first century contexts.
The Fiction of Abdulrazak Gurnah Mohineet Kaur Boparai 2021-05-20 This book is an insightful work on Abdulrazak Gurnah’s fiction, and
explores the different valences of oppression and agency, subjectivity, memory, race, gender, place, solidarity, class, and crime. It is an
expansive study of Gurnah’s work and lays down foundations for a varied study on the author. It approaches Gurnah’s fiction from multiple
angles, and takes it beyond the postcolonial perspective into varied and vast arenas of literary theory.
Emotional Agility Susan David 2016-04-07 'Essential reading.' - Susan Cain, author of Quiet Every day we speak around 16,000 words - but
inside our minds we create tens of thousands more. Thoughts such as 'I'm not spending enough time with my children' or 'I'm not good
enough to present my work' can seem to be unshakable facts. In reality, they're the judgemental opinions of our inner voice. Drawing on
more than twenty years of academic research, consulting, and her own experiences overcoming adversity, Susan David PhD, a psychologist
and faculty member at Harvard Medical School, has pioneered a new way to enable us to make peace with our inner self, achieve our most
valued goals, make real change, and live life to the fullest. Susan David has found that emotionally agile people experience the same stresses
and setbacks as anyone else. The difference is the emotionally agile know how to unhook themselves from unhelpful patterns, and how to
create values-based success with better habits and behaviours. Emotional Agility describes a new way of living and relating to yourself and
the world around you. Become aware of your true nature, learn to face your emotions with acceptance and generosity, act according to your
deepest values, and flourish. 'An accessible, reader-friendly voyage. Emotional Agility can be helpful to anyone.' - Daniel Goleman, author of
Emotional Intelligence Susan David has a PhD in psychology and a post-doctorate in emotions research from Yale. She is a psychologist at
the Harvard Medical School and a founder and director at the Harvard/McLean-affiliated Institute of Coaching. Susan is the CEO of
Evidence Based Psychology, whose worldwide client list includes Ernst and Young Global, the UN Development Program, JP Morgan Chase
and GlaxoSmithKline. She has edited a number of books including the Oxford Handbook of Happiness and her research has featured in
theHarvard Business Review, TIME and the Wall Street Journal. Born in South Africa, Susan now lives in Boston with her family.
International Encyclopedia of Human Geography 2019-11-29 International Encyclopedia of Human Geography, Second Edition embraces
diversity by design and captures the ways in which humans share places and view differences based on gender, race, nationality, location
and other factors—in other words, the things that make people and places different. Questions of, for example, politics, economics, race
relations and migration are introduced and discussed through a geographical lens. This updated edition will assist readers in their research
by providing factual information, historical perspectives, theoretical approaches, reviews of literature, and provocative topical discussions
that will stimulate creative thinking. Presents the most up-to-date and comprehensive coverage on the topic of human geography Contains
extensive scope and depth of coverage Emphasizes how geographers interact with, understand and contribute to problem-solving in the
contemporary world Places an emphasis on how geography is relevant in a social and interdisciplinary context
Explorations in Place Attachment Jeffrey S Smith 2017-11-09 The book explores the unique contribution that geographers make to the
concept of place attachment, and related ideas of place identity and sense of place. It presents six types of places to which people become
attached and provides a global range of empirical case studies to illustrate the theoretical foundations. The book reveals that the types of
places to which people bond are not discrete. Rather, a holistic approach, one that seeks to understand the interactive and reinforcing
qualities between people and places, is most effective in advancing our understanding of place attachment.
The Routledge Handbook of People and Place in the 21st-Century City Kate Bishop 2019-08-13 Increasing urbanization and
increasing urban density put enormous pressure on the relationships between people and place in cities. Built environment professionals
must pay attention to the impact of people–place relationships in small- to large-scale urban initiatives. A small playground in a
neighborhood pocket park is an example of a small-scale urban development; a national environmental policy that influences energy sources
is an example of a large-scale initiative. All scales of decision-making have implications for the people–place relationships present in cities.
This book presents new research in contemporary, interdisciplinary urban challenges, and opportunities, and aims to keep the people–place
relationship debate in focus in the policies and practices of built environment professionals and city managers. Most urban planning and
design decisions, even those on a small scale, will remain in the urban built form for many decades, conditioning people’s experience of their
city. It is important that these decisions are made using the best available knowledge. This book contains an interdisciplinary discussion of
contemporary urban movements and issues influencing the relationship between people and place in urban environments around the world
which have major implications for both the processes and products of urban planning, design, and management. The main purpose of the
book is to consolidate contemporary thinking among experts from a range of disciplines including anthropology, environmental psychology,
cultural geography, urban design and planning, architecture and landscape architecture, and the arts, on how to conceptualize and promote
healthy people and place relationships in the 21st-century city. Within each of the chapters, the authors focus on their specific areas of
expertise which enable readers to understand key issues for urban environments, urban populations, and the links between them.
The Time of My Life Jr. Morris 2009-11
Climate Adaptation Futures Jean P. Palutikof 2013-02-04 Adaptation is the poor cousin of the climate change challenge -the glamour of
international debate is around global mitigationagreements, while the bottom-up activities of adaptation, carriedout in community halls and
local government offices, are oftenoverlooked. Yet, as international forums fail to deliver reductionsin greenhouse gas emissions, the world
is realising that effectiveadaptation will be essential across all sectors to deal with theunavoidable impacts of climate change. The need to
understand howto adapt effectively, and to develop appropriate adaptation optionsand actions, is becoming increasingly urgent. This book
reports the current state of knowledge on climatechange adaptation, and seeks to expose and debate key issues inadaptation research and
practice. It is framed around a number ofcritical areas of adaptation theory and practice, including: Advances in adaptation thinking,
Enabling frameworks and policy for adaptation, Engaging and communicating with practitioners, Key challenges in adaptation and
development, Management of natural systems and agriculture under climatechange, Ensuring water security under a changing climate,
Urban infrastructure and livelihoods, and The nexus between extremes, disaster management andadaptation. It includes contributions from
many of the leading thinkers andpractitioners in adaptation today. The book is based on keycontributions from the First International
Conference on ClimateChange Adaptation ‘Climate Adaptation Futures’, held onthe Gold Coast, Australia, in June 2010. That three-day
meeting ofover 1000 researchers and practitioners in adaptation from 50countries was the first of its kind. Readership: The book is essential
reading for a widerange of individuals involved in climate change adaptation,including: Researchers, Communication specialists, Decisionmakers and policy makers (e.g. government staff, localcouncil staff), On-ground adaptation practitioners (e.g. aid agencies,government
workers, NGOs), Postgraduate and graduate students, and Consultants.
Internet and Emotions Tova Benski 2013-11-07 Nothing seems more far removed from the visceral, bodily experience of emotions than the
cold, rational technology of the Internet. But as this collection shows, the internet and emotions intersect in interesting and surprising ways.
Internet and Emotions is the fruit of an interdisciplinary collaboration of scholars from the sociology of emotions and communication and
media studies. It features theoretical and empirical chapters from international researchers who investigate a wide range of issues
concerning the sociology of emotions in the context of new media. The book fills a substantial gap in the social research of digital
technology, and examines whether the internet invokes emotional states differently from other media and unmediated situations, how
emotions are mobilized and internalized into online practices, and how the social definitions of emotions are changing with the emergence of
the internet. It explores a wide range of behaviors and emotions from love to mourning, anger, resentment and sadness. What happens to
our emotional life in a mediated, disembodied environment, without the bodily element of physical co-presence to set off emotional
exchanges? Are there qualitatively new kinds of emotional exchanges taking place on the internet? These are only some of the questions
explored in the chapters of this book, with quite surprising answers.
Studies in the Economics of Trust: The organization of international business Mark Casson 1995
Heritage, Affect and Emotion Divya P. Tolia-Kelly 2016-07-01 Heritage and its economies are driven by affective politics and consolidated
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through emotions such as pride, awe, joy and pain. In the humanities and social sciences, there is a widespread acknowledgement of the
limits not only of language and subjectivity, but also of visuality and representation. Social scientists, particularly within cultural geography
and cultural studies, have recently attempted to define and understand that which is more-than-representational, through the development
of theories of affect, assemblage, post-humanism and actor network theory, to name a few. While there have been some recent attempts to
draw these lines of thinking more forcefully into the field of heritage studies, this book focuses for the first time on relating heritage with the
politics of affect. The volume argues that our engagements with heritage are almost entirely figured through the politics of affective
registers such as pain, loss, joy, nostalgia, pleasure, belonging or anger. It brings together a number of contributions that collectively - and
with critical acuity - question how researchers working in the field of heritage might begin to discover and describe affective experiences,
especially those that are shaped and expressed in moments and spaces that can be, at times, intensely personal, intimately shared and
ultimately social. It explores current theoretical advances that enable heritage to be affected, released from conventional understandings of
both ’heritage-as-objects’ and ’objects-as-representations’ by opening it up to a range of new meanings, emergent and formed in moments of
encounter. Whilst representational understandings of heritage are by no means made redundant through this agenda, they are destabilized
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and can thus be judged anew in light of these developments. Each chapter offers a novel and provocative contribution, provided by an
interdisciplinary team of researchers who are thinking theoretically about affect through landscapes, practices of commemoration, visitor
experience, site interpretation and other heritage work.
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Memory, Place and Aboriginal-Settler History Skye Krichauff 2017-09-27 Taking the absence of Aboriginal people in South Australian
settler descendants’ historical consciousness as a starting point, 'Memory, Place and Aboriginal–Settler History' combines the methodologies
and theories of historical enquiry, anthropology and memory studies to investigate the multitudinous and intertwined ways the colonial past
is known, represented and made sense of by current generations. Informed by interviews and fieldwork conducted with settler and
Aboriginal descendants, oral histories, site visits and personal experience, Skye Krichauff closely examines the diverse but interconnected
processes through which the past is understood and narrated. 'Memory, Place and Aboriginal–Settler History' demonstrates how it is
possible to unsettle settler descendants’ consciousness of the colonial past in ways that enable a tentative connection with Aboriginal people
and their experiences.
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